Abstract-Correct and efficient segmentation of Uyghur words into characters is crucial to the successful recognition. However, little work has been done in this area. There are many connected characters in cursive Uyghur handwriting, which makes the segmentation and recognition of Uyghur words very difficult. To enable large vocabulary Uyghur word recognition using character models, we propose a character segmentation method using dynamic programming in online cursive Uyghur handwriting. Firstly, after removing delayed strokes from the handwritten words, potential breakpoints are detected from concavities and ligatures by temporal and shape analysis of the stroke trajectory. Then, a dynamic programming method is applied to find the best segmentation point for each character. Our preliminary experiments on an online Uyghur word dataset demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve good performance in segmenting cursive handwritten Uyghur characters.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the widespread use of computing devices during the last decades, the need for fast and efficient text input measures is increasing. Handwriting recognition offers an important component in building such interfaces [1] . There has been considerable attention in the area of handwriting recognition for Latin-based and Oriental languages [2] [3] [4] [5] . Despite that Uyghur script is widely used in regions of minority nationalities and the automatic recognition of handwritten Uyghur characters has many potential applications, the research on this problem has received little attention. The difficulties inherent in segmenting Uyghur words include character connectivity, position-depended character shaping and delayed strokes. This work considers online handwritten Uyghur word recognition and designs a character separation algorithm, which is an important step for word recognition.
Correct and efficient segmentation of words into characters is considered to be a fundamental problem in handwriting recognition. There are two approaches for handwritten word recognition: global approach and analytical approach [6] . The global approach treats the word as a whole [7] , while the analytical approach decomposes the word into smaller units or characters. Analytical approach is suitable for large word vocabularies because the number of character classes is limited [8] . Dynamic programming algorithm has been widely used in many researches with recognition-based segmentation of Chinese and English character. The basic idea is to use a dynamic programming algorithm to find a globally optimal path of segments. References [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] proposed segmentation approaches based on a projection analysis and dynamic programming (DP). In a first step, the projection analysis is used to find candidate segmentation points. And then, by using recognition and language model information, a DP algorithm is applied to find most reliable segmentation paths. We adopt the analytical approach for handwritten Uyghur word recognition and need an effective algorithm for separating the characters in cursively written words. Many works have been done in handwriting segmentation [17] [18] [19] but very few were for the segmentation of cursive Uyghur words [20] . To overcome the uncertainty of character segmentation before recognition, we adopt the strategy of over-segmentation for cursive word recognition: separate the word image into primitive segments, with each segment being a character or a part of character. After over-segmentation, correct characters can be formed by concatenating consecutive primitive segments. The segmentation of Uyghur words is difficult due to the characteristics of the language [21] and the variable styles of writing. Particularly, Uyghur characters have variable character sizes and gaps, and some characters have many variations of shapes depending on the position in words. In cursive writing, the characters in a word are mostly connected.
Based on the characteristics of cursive handwritten Uyghur words, our method first removes delayed strokes from the words, then potential breakpoints are detected from concavities and ligatures by temporal and shape analysis of the stroke trajectory. Afterwards, some redundant segmentation points are removed in a heuristic filtering step. Finally, a dynamic programming method is applied to find the best segmentation path.
Our preliminary experiments on online handwritten Uyghur words demonstrate that the proposed method can give a high recall rate of segmentation point detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the characteristics of Uyghur script. Section 3 describes the overview of segmentation system. Section 4 describes the proposed character over-segmentation method. Section 5 describes a dynamic programming method applied to find the best segmentation past. Experimental results are given in Section 6 and we conclude the paper in Section 7.
II. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF UYGHUR SCRIPT
Uygur language is a Turkish language used in the Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region in China. Uyghur writing is based on an alphabet and rules different from those of Chinese and Latin languages. Uyghur characters are written in a cursive style from right to left and no upper or lower case exists. Its alphabet contains 32 kinds of characters, and each character has two to four shapes and the choice of which shape to use depends on the position of the character (within its word or pseudo-word). Start form: only the suffix connects with the next character; Middle form: initial and suffix connect with adjacent characters; End form: only the initial connects with the above character; Isolated form: initial and suffix does not connect with adjacent character. Many characters have a similar shape. The position or number of these secondary strokes makes the only difference.
The word consisting of a sequence of disjoint connected components is called pseudo-words. It has a main stroke that includes its basic shape, and complementary stokes which include dots or complementary parts. A Uyghur word can have one or more pseudo-words. Each pseudo-word can be a group of characters or one character.
For character separation, we found that it's related with the writing style. The connecting types of different writing styles of Uyghur characters are as follows: ① Ligature: In order to make a word, all characters connect directly to the characters which immediately follow along a writing line or baseline. Some combination of two characters has special shapes called "ligatures". ② Concavity: Even for the same word, the different writers may have different writing style, resulting in different word shape such as concavity. ③ Overlap: Overlap refers to writing style of the points which have above or below writings in the same stroke. Characters in a word often overlap due to the writing styles.
III. SEGMENTATION SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The block diagram of our character segmentation system is shown in Figure1. Firstly, after removing delayed strokes from the handwritten words, potential breakpoints are detected and extra breakpoints are filtered using knowledge of character shapes. Then, delayed strokes are reconstructed. In over-segmentation stage, this module over-segments the word pattern into a sequence of primitive segments. Finally, a dynamic programming method is applied to find the best segmentation path.
IV. OVER-SEGMENTATION

A. Removing Delayed-Strokes
A stroke is defined as all-data point samples written between a certain pen-down action and the following pen-up action. Important information from the digitizing hardware other than the point coordinate pairs is the pendown and the pen-up signals. Each group of strokes contain the primary strokes and secondary strokes which we call in this paper" delayed strokes", regardless the order by which they were written. Thus, a stroke may represent a pseudo-word or a character, or sometimes even a dot. Detecting and removing delayed stroke is an important step. Delayed strokes are detected using a holistic approach. In order to examining the states of successively written Uygur strokes (either primary stroke or delayed stroke like dots for example), the following geometry features are calculated for each stroke such as width and height of bounding box and distance of overlapping between two strokes. If the value of the feature is less than predefined threshold, then the stroke is delayedstroke.
B. Pre-Segmentation
In this section, after removing delayed strokes from the handwritten words, potential breakpoints are detected from concavities and ligatures by temporal and shape analysis of the stroke trajectory. Over segmentation is denoted when the character is segmented into several primitive segments. The over segmentation follows the steps below:
Step1 Step2: Handling Space Overlapping. This stage will eliminate some of the elements in the group of initial separation points. If one of initial separation points has no any above writings across the whole range defined by the angle(90-α )о to (90+ α )о, then this point is accepted, else this point is rejected from the group of initial separation points ( α is 25оempirically), as shown in Figure2.
Step3: Generating Separation Section. We compute the horizontal distance between every two initial separation points. If the distance is smaller than a predefined threshold (10 empirically), these points will form a bigger segmentation section.
Step4: Locating Segmentation Points. In this stage our algorithm finds K possible separation sections in the main stroke. The middle of every separation sections will be located as segmentation points i S (i=1, 2,…, k).
C. Rule-based Filtering
In this section, the suggested segmentation point is passed through the rule-based filtering to discard the incorrect segmentation point.
Rule1: baseline is computed with the respect to the horizontal pixel density. The baseline corresponds to the original writing line in which all the connection between the successive characters take place. For handwriting, the base line is an ideal concept and simplification of actual writing. In practice connections occur near, but not necessarily on a baseline. Compute the vertical distance D between suggested segment point i S and the y-value of the baseline on a word. If the distance is less than a predefined threshold (10 empirically), then filter the segmentation point.
Rule2: If the distance between two suggested segmentation points is less than a predefined threshold (5 empirically), remove the segmentation points.
D. Reconstruct Delayed Stroke
The last step left in this stage is reconstruction of delayed strokes. Delayed strokes are essential to distinguishing among various Uyghur characters. Thus, handling delayed strokes correctly is vital for recognition of the segmented character. Generally, delayed stroke is written after completing the main stroke in each connected component. In the Uyghur script, delayed strokes are written above or blew the segmented character block and could appear before, after, or within the segmented character block with respect to the horizontal axis. A bounding box of a segmented block is specified by the coordinates of left, right, top and bottom boundaries. Therefore, in accordance with the written order of each stroke, compute the overlapping degree between the segmented primitive and the delayed stroke. Denote the leftmost and the rightmost of segmented primitive block and delayed stroke block as 
V. SEGMENTATION USING DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
After the above over-segmentation processes, we obtained a sequence of primitive segments. Some primitive segments contain a single Uyghur character; some contains only components of character which need to do a further consolidation. In this section, the dynamic programming method is used to further merge the candidate segmented block that are bounding boxes of components of characters.
The handwritten word image is represented in a sequence of segmented blocks, which are ordered from right to left. The segmentation points that separate the segmented block sequence is denoted as 0 1 N {P ,P , ... , P } .
One or more consecutive segmented blocks may was combined to generate one candidate Uyghur character pattern. So a candidate character pattern composed of T consecutive segmented blocks between the segmentation points i-1 P and i+T-1 P . To reduce the complexity of Uyghur character structure, the number of consecutive segmented blocks is considered to prohibit some neighboring blocks from combining. One to at most three of consecutive segmented blocks can be combined into a candidate character pattern. These candidate segmented patterns compose a candidate segmentation path and these candidate segmentation paths are represented in a candidate segmentation network. A candidate segmentation network is constructed based on the result from the combination of over-segmentation as shown in Figure3. Each segmentation point can be seen as a node and each group node represents a candidate path. Each edge which connects two nodes can be seen as a candidate character pattern. We are applying the dynamic programming method to find the globally optimal segmentation boundaries based on the given candidate segmentation network. optimal segmentation boundaries refer to the minimum cost path from one of the start nodes to one of the terminal nodes. Its core idea of dynamic programming is to calculate the cost through the input word which minimizes the defined cost function for different segmentation paths, in order to find the minimal cost for each possible segmentation paths. The segmentation path is evaluated by the classification scores of their constituent candidate character pattern. The cost in each edge is a function of character recognition distances. In the context of character segmentation, character classifier must be trained with a variety of characters. The character classifier (MQDF) [22] is trained on the Uyghur character database. Each character pattern, with the pseudo-two-dimensional Moment normalization (P2DMN) method [23] for normalization and a normalization-cooperated method for 8-direction feature extraction [24] , is represented by a 200-dimensional feature vector. The feature vector is reduced 120D by fisher linear discriminant analysis for accelerating classification.
The optimal path, in the sense of minimum cost, gives the segmentation result. Each possible group of candidate segmented block will be sent to classifier. After recognized with single handwritten Uyghur character recognizer, the recognition distance of each candidate pattern becomes the cost of the corresponding edge of this candidate pattern. A set of candidate segmentation paths in the candidate segmentation network can be represented as Sp is a candidate segmentation paths and K is the number of segmentation paths. The optimal segmentation path from the start nodes to the terminal nodes in candidate segmentation network can be obtained by checking these candidate segmentation paths.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Acquisition of Online Handwritten Word Data
Acquisition of online handwriting data is the first step of Uyghur online handwritten recognition system. As we know, there is no publicly available online Uyghur database. In this paper, the database we used for testing consists of 900 words collected from different people (300 words written by each writer) using Han Wang writing tablets. The handwriting input is captured as a stream of positions in the form of "x" and "y" coordinates. Depending on the type of a digitizer it may be able to provide more information such as pen-pressure and pentilt and with programming one can also compute the pen movement speed. Most systems including ours, however, use only the coordinates and pen-up/down signals. The information of the word image is saved as a format of binary file.
The number of characters of in a word varies from 2 to 15 as summarized in table 1. Set 1 is written in a more regularly style and set 2 is written in a normal while the third is written more free. The algorithms were implemented in C++ in platform of Microsoft visual C++ 6.0.
B. Experimental Results of Segmentation
To examine the utility of our approach, we have carried out experiments on the word data sets explained in the previous section. For the small sample test, the character segmentation algorithm is usually evaluated with the help of manual statistics; for the large sample image test, the final recognition accuracy of the system applied is often used to evaluate the performance of the segmentation algorithm. In this paper, the first method is adopted. For the over-segmentation stage, we evaluate the performance of character detection in terms of the rates of Recall (R) and Precision (P) as well as the harmonic average (F-measure), which are defined as:
number of correctly detected seperation point Recall= *100% number of true seperation point number of correctly detected seperation point Precision= *100% number of detected seperation point 2*Recall*Precision F-measure= *100% Recall+Precision Experimental results of our over-segmentation approach and segmentation using DP approach on different sets for online handwritten Uyghur word are listed in Table2 respectively. The results shows that comparing with over-segmentation approach, segmentation using DP approach improves P(56.13% 71.97%, 52.87% 67.72%, 49.73% 63.41%), with the high recall rate (R). The improvement of P will decrease the number of primitive segments, which helps to improve the performance of word recognition. The main reason of wrong segmentation is the consequence of two problems. One is problem of over-segmentation; another is wrong assignment of delayed strokes. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a new approach for character separation of online Uyghur cursive handwriting based on dynamic programming which can lay the foundation for the word recognition task. The cursive nature of Uyghur, delayed strokes and characters overlap are some of the key problems that make Uyghur word segmentation more difficult than other languages such as Latin or Chinese. In this paper, the module of over-segmentation cuts the word pattern into a sequence of primitive segments and the dynamic programming method will find the globally optimal segmentation boundaries based on the given candidate segmented block. Our preliminary experiments on Uyghur word data demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve both good performance and efficiency in segmenting cursive handwritten Uyghur characters. The proposal for future work is to refine the filtering of separating point for improving the precision and to apply a recognition system for testing the separating performance.
